Behavioral observations and ethograms
Imagine that you are a starting PhD student, and you need to generate a dissertation topic on
animal behavior. You are stressed because you need to come up with a novel project. It might
be good to hit the library to find inspiration, but many behavioral ecologists find inspiration by
going outside and watching the animals that they are interested in studying. Research projects
are born by observing the subtle and not-so-subtle behavior of wild animals, and asking
questions about those behaviors.
Observation skills are one of the key components to experimental design and field studies. This
assignment is designed to improve your observation skills and to help you start brainstorming
research questions.
Part 1:
Create an ethogram (in your field notebook)
Ethology is the study of animal behavior, and ethologists measure and study the biological roots
and meanings of animal actions. Basic questions about animal behavior begin from
observations and detailed notes of what you see - and are one of the main ways we generate
questions. Observations also help us become familiar with animals and determine what
aspects of their behavior we can and cannot measure. Ultimately, this leads to the formulation
of testable hypotheses and experiments.
The ability to measure something requires that it be relatively discrete and identifiable, and
those measures must have units. For example, body size is a discrete variable that can be
measured in units of length or mass. Behaviors are not so straight-forward, and yet must be
defined and given meaningful units if they are to be studied quantitatively. Therefore, the first
step in studying the behaviors of animals is the construction of an ethogram. An ethogram is a
catalogue of all the behaviors exhibited by a particular species or group of animals. You will
build an ethogram for an animal species.
You will make observations of behavior for 30 minutes, with the goal of 10 minutes spent on
each of three individuals. However, depending on species or situation, it is okay if you have 30combined minutes of observation.
To create an ethogram: Create a list of specific behaviors (see examples below). Give each
behavior a name, and a clear description in terms of the animal's actions. Make sure the
description does not imply a function. For instance, do not say 'mating call', but you can say
'high pitched call. After describing it, you will include a category for "potential function".

Behavior

Definition

Potential function

States
resting

Not moving, eyes open, body low to ground

alert

Not moving, eyes open, body erect and raised off of the ground

Events
grooming

Licking or biting own body, usually occurs in resting posture

grunt

short duration vocalization with mouth closed, often made with head communication, perhaps warning to
down
other individuals in the group
long duration vocalization made with mouth open and head raised in social communication, perhaps longair
distance territorial advertisement

howl

removal of dirt or parasites

Table. Common behaviors of the Great Dunes Tiger Beetle
Behavior
Definition
Searching
Body elevated and animal moving
regularly. Antennae moving frequently
in contact with soil.

Potential function
Associated
with
locating mates or
prey.
Form of
sensory exploration.

Basking

Slow movements with abdomen held
close to sand.

Absorb warmth from
sand to increase body
temperature.

Stilting

Animal usually moving with legs extended
maximally to keep abdomen away from
ground.

Cooling or avoidance
of overheating.

Shading
Animals not moving and usually stilting
that position themselves within the
shade of another object (e.g., plant).
Burrowing

Cooling or avoidance
of overheating.

Cooling or avoidance
of overheating.

Animals excavate a hole is the sand and move inside
where they become motionless.

Part 2: Create a time budget (in your field notebook)
1. Once you complete your ethogram, the next step is to use your understanding of the
species to record the occurrences and duration of animal behaviors in the field (in your field
notebook's catalogue). Your objective is to collect QUANTITATIVE data to construct a
behavioral time budget. Your data sheet should make it possible for you to quantify the
duration, or the occurrence (i.e., counts) of a behavioral event, and you should provide
context for that observation (examples, but this depends on the species: animal sex, age,
place, habitat, time of day, were other individuals present, etc…). An ethogram is seldom
static, so your data sheet should accommodate observing and measuring new behaviors
you had not previously described.
2. For this step, you should again collect a of 30 combined minutes of observation of a
minimum of 3 individuals. For each observation of a behavior quantify the duration, and/or
frequency on your data sheet. Here is an example of what your second set of observations
might look like.

Animal
1

Behavior
resting

Time
0800h

Duration
4 min

Frequency
na

Location
On ground in
patch of thick
hemlocks

1

grooming

0803h

1 min

na

“

1

alert

0804h

1 min

na

Still in hemlocks,
appeared to be in
response to loud
crash sound in
distance

1

howl

0805h

15 seconds

2 sec

Still in hemlocks
in freeze posture.

3. Create the Behavioral Time Budget: Once you complete your observations, construct a
graphical budget of the amount of time your focal species spent dedicated to different
behaviors and write a brief descriptive paragraph to accompany the graph. Note, this is one
budget for all animals combined, not one per animal. Therefore, your measurements will
often be represented by an average (mean) duration or occurrence of each behavior.
Part 3: Brainstorm! (submit as doc in Google Drive)
a. Based on your observations, list 2-5 questions within the field of behavior/ecology/
evolution for which caught your interest.
b. For two of your potential research questions, do a brief literature search to address:
1a. Has the question been answered before? (the answer may be 'yes' or 'no'.). What
search terms did you use and in what database?
If the answer was 'yes', provide details on what was studied and what
was found. What were approaches used to answer these types of
questions?
If the answer was 'no', address the following: Has a similar question been
answered in different taxa? (the likely is almost certainly 'yes'.) Provide
details on what was studied and what was found. What were approaches
used to answer these types of questions?
note: Make sure to cite your sources. Also, keep in mind that the goal of developing of an
ethogram above was to allow you to creatively ask questions. Here is your chance to see if
there is already an answer to your questions (which is exciting!), or whether there is a gap
in knowledge on which you can base your next research project.

